(Received 4 November 1986: revised nianuscript received 19 February 1987) We demonstrate that momentum-dependent nuclear interactions (MD11 have a large effect on the dpnamics and on the observables of high-energy heavy-ion collisions: A soft potential with MD1 suppresses pion and kaon lields much more strongly than a local hard potential and results in transverse rnornenta intermediate belween soft and hard local potentials. The collective-flow angles and the deuteron-toProton ratios are rather insensitive to the MDI. Only simultaneous measurements of these observables can give clues on the nuclear equation of state at densities of interest for Supernova collapse and neutron-star stability. The current studies of high-energy heavy-ion collisions are of broad scientific interest. This is for two reasons: First. the] offer a unique testing ground for newly developed methods to study the behavior of strongly interacting quantum Systems with finite particle number far from the grounds state. Secondly, one hopes that information on the equation of state (EOS) of dense nuclear matter can be extracted from the experimental data. This knowledge is essential for an understanding of the collapse of supernovae, for neutron-star stability, and for the onset of a possible transition from hadron matter to the quark-gluon plasma.
It has been proposed for many years to use pion production and the collective flow in central high-energy collisions to investigate the nuclear E O S a t high density and temperature.
The microscopic Vlasov-UehlingUhlenbeck ( V U U ) t h e~r y~-~ has exhibited the sensitivity of the pion yields.'.' subthreshold kaon yields,5 and the collective f l~w ' . ' .~ to the nuclear EOS. It has recently been suggested6 to test whether this sensitivity to the E O S might be distorted by introduction of momentumdependent interactions (MD11 into the theory. Such interactions had been i m~l e m e n t e d into the classical "rnolecular dynamics"' and the time-dependent mesonfield approach,R which predict7-9 a collective sidewards floh in qualitative agreement with the data.
Here we demonstrate the importance of the momentum-dependent interactions using an extension of the V U U approach, dubbed "quantum molecular dynamics" (QMD)." which combines the important quantum features of the V U U theory, namely the Pauli principle,
Two wave packets can also scatter stochastically a t short distances. The width of the wave packets allows for a coinputation of the phasespace occupancy (I -f) which determines the Pauliblocking probability I ' of attempted collisions in the same way as in the V U U approach.'-s A's. pions, and kaons are produced by use of the elementary scattering Cross sections in the same way as in the V U U approach.'-'."
The potential C' is given by
The momentum-dependent term I / ( A~) is taken" from the measured energy dependence of the proton-nucleus optical potential in the range of 10 MeV < Ekin < I GeV.
j1t can be parametrized as C'(Ap) = 1.57[ln(l + 5 X I0 'plpo, where the relative momentum Ap = p i -p2 is given in units of MeVlc. and C' is in MeV. Nuclear-matter calculations12 guide the assumed density dependence of U(Ap).) The dC'ldp term in the equations of motion yields an effective nucleon mass of n1*ln1=0.75 at the Fermi momentum, and ni*lnz =0.95-0.98 a t relative momenta in the BEVALAC energy region, E l a b = 0 . 8 GeV/nucleon. The mean potential lield can be cast into a form which explicitly shows the density dependence of the interaction in infinite nuclear matter at T =O: stochastic scattering, and particle production,'~'-' with This can be used to compute the corresponding density the long-range ,V-body correlations found in the classical dependence of the compressional energy per nucleon (the molecular-dynamics m e t h~d ' -~: ,V Gaussian wave pack-"cold EOS").'-' The latter quantity is shown in Fig. 1 ets with a finite width in configuration and momentum for the soft (SI and hard ( H ) local Skyrme potenspace move on trajectories given by the N-body interactials3-'," and for the interaction with a momentum-@ 1987 The American Physical Society
The density dependence of the compression energy per particle of T = 0 infinite nuclear matter is shoun for the three distinct interactions S , S M . and H, respectively. Note that the momentum-dependent potential S M exhibits nearly the same energies as the soft local potential S. T h e eriergy for the hard local potential H is much higher a t the Same density. dependent terrn, which is hereafter denoted by S M . The Parameters a-E are given by a = -356, -390, -1 24; ß = 3 0 3 , 320, 70.5: y=1.166, 1.14, 2; and 6=1.57, ~= 2 1 . 5 4 for the three interactions S , S M , and H, respectively. Note that S and S M lead to nearly the Same EOS, which is for infinite matter a t T = O much less repulsive than the E O S corresponding to the hard local potential H . One would naively expect that the two different interactions S and S M , which exhibit the Same EOS. should yield similar predictions for 4rr observables in high-energy heavy-ion collisions. However, the main point of this paper is to dernonstrate that this is not always the case: Because of the large initial relative momenta of the projectile and target the momentumdependent interaction acts rnuch nlore repulsively in a collision than in the T = O infinite-nuclear-matter case of Fig. 1 .
Before discussing the influence of the monienturndependent interactions on the 4rr observables quantitatively, let us first discuss their qualitative effects for the collision dynamics. In the initial penetration phase the effect of the MD1 will be most pronounced, since there the separation of the projectile and target in momentum space is the largest. Particles are accelerated by the MD1 in the transverse direction early into the reaction. This is different from the sidewards deflection occurring with purely local interactions, which occurs ufter stopping is achieved and the point of maximum density is reached. Hence the density pileup in the overlap region will be lower when the MD1 are present. Consequently, fewer collisions will occur and the observables which are related to this number of collisions, namely particle production rates and longitudinal deceleration, are diminished. The transverse momentum transfer, on the other hand, will be enhanced. Figure 2 shows the pion, kaon, and deuteron yields for the system La (0.8 GeV/nucleon)+La as a function of the impact parameter for the three distinct interactions discussed above. Observe that there is an -10% decrease of the pion yield as one goes from the soft to the hard local potential. in agreement with earlier findings.' However, the momentum-dependent interactions result in an = 30% decrease of the pion yield! This strong suppression of the pion yield is due to a 30% decrease of the number of .W-.N collisions, which in turn is due to the strong initial repulsion resulting from the large separation of the target and projectile in momentum space. These findings render the proposed determination of the E O S of infinite nuclear matter from the pion y i e l d~l -~ in heavy-ion collisions alone virtually impossible.
Qualitatively similar, but quantitatively even more dramatic. results are found for subthreshold kaon production. which is of Course more sensitive to the details of the reaction dynamics (Fig. 2 ) : The kaon yield drops by a factor of 2 when we go from the soft to the hard local potential, in agreement with the results of Ref. 5, but it drops by a factor of 4 when momentum-dependent terms are introduced, i.e., for the case S M . Again, the lower number of collisions and the deceleration, which is most pronounced for the particles with the highest momenta because of the repulsive M D I , is responsible for this behavior. This subthreshold behavior of the K + production can be useful for an experimental determination of the momentum-dependent part U ( A~) of the potential.
Let us now turn to the formation of deuterons, which is calculated in impulse approximation.13 T h e impactparameter dependence of the deuteronlike to protonlike ratio R is shown in Fig. 2 . It exhibits nearly the same value R =0.56 for the two soft E O S (cases S and S M ) , while it is about 10% larger ( R E 0 . 6 2 ) for the hard EOS. case H. Thus the deuteron formation could prove extremely useful to probe the EOS, since it is insensitive to the momentum-dependent interactions for massive Systems and directly reflects the E O S of Fig. 1 . T h e entropy per participant nucleon l 4 is found to be similar for the different interactions. Recent high-multiplicityselected experimental d a t a l 4~l 5 indicate large R values, ( d l p ) max = 0.68 for the system l 5 La(0.8 GeV/nucleon) +La. This seems to indicate that the nuclear equation of state is rather hard, in accord with the results on the flow angles discussed below and with the earlier findings,l-' which, however, neglected the momentumdependent terms.
Let us now turn to the collective-fiow observables: Figure 3 shows the flow angles and the average trans-V o~c h l~ 58, NLMBER 19
The impact-parameter dependence of the kaon and pion yields and the deuteronlike to protonlike ratio R is shown for the system La(0.8 GeV/nucleon)+La for the S, S M , and H interactions. Note that the MD1 lead to a suppression of the pion and kaon yields which by far exceeds the suppression due to a hard local potential. The dlp ratios, on the other hand. are insensitive to the momentum-dependent interactions verse momentum transfer (P,) = ( l / N )~"~~n (~ )p, ( y ) for the system La(0.8 GeV/nucleon) +La: Note that the harder the local potential, the larger is the flow angle. This result of the Q M D approach'l agrees with previous (Fig. 3) . The reduced number of collisions for the case S M , on the other hand, results in a higher longitudinal momentum, which yields nearly the Same flow angle for S M as for the soft local potential S. The different contributions of the local potentials and the MD1 can be studied by examination of the flow angle and the p,(p)
Hence, while n o observable is a t hand, t o d a t e , which c a n b e related directly t o t h e density achieved, t h e flow-angle distributions seem t o b e related to t h e stiffness of t h e nuclear-matter equation of state. I , ' A comparison of t h e experimental d a t a with t h e V U U rnodel has yielded evidence for a h a r d EOS.'13 Experirnentally, flow angles by f a r exceeding t h e present result using a soft E O S , b e it with or without M D I , have been observed.1° However, for a quantitative comparison with t h e experimental d a t a t h e various f r a g m e n t s " m u s t b e subjected t o t h e efficiency c u t s of t h e experimental a p p a r a t u s , which might have substantial effects on the observables considered. W e have shown t h a t mornentum-dependent interactions have a large infiuence o n t h e 4~r observables in heavy-ion collisions. Pion a n d kaon yields seem t o b e most sensitive t o t h e M D 1 a n d could therefore b e useful t o extract the energy a n d density dependence of t h e momentum-dependent part C ' ( A~) ( b u t not t h e EOS per .xe) from experiment. F r o m t h e observed large flow a ng l e~ a n d deuteron-to-proton ratios we a r e tempted t o conclude t h a t t h e E O S is hard. M u c h work is needed, though, before t h e nuclear EOS c a n b e pinned down conclusively from experiment. T h i s work w a s supported by t h e Bundesministerium für Forschung und Technologie, Bonn, a n d t h e Gesellschaft für Schwerionforschung ( G S I ) , D a r m s t a d t . O n e
